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1. SENSITIVE INFORMATION IN CPS

1.1. PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
In this document, the three tasks UC1‐ETH‐01, UC1‐
ETH‐02 and UC1‐ETH‐03, category ethical require‐
ments, are discussed. The results of this analysis are
presented.

1.2. ETHICAL REQUIREMENT AND CODE OF
CONDUCT
Ethical requirements are concerned with the behav‐
ior of individuals, the society and its organizations, in‐
cluding companies. For companies, ethical require‐
ments could influence the way the company operates
as well as how their products and services are de‐
signed and delivered.
However, companies rarely refer to “ethics”. The term
“code of conduct” is more commonly used in the busi‐
ness environment. The code of conduct reflects how
a company sets its standard of behavior: What is the
standard when interacting with other companies?
What behavior makes the company a valuable mem‐
ber of society? What measures can be set to protect
the environment? And especially, how should the com‐
pany behave when interacting with individuals; as em‐
ployees, customers or employees of other compa‐
nies? In this regard, ethics and code of conduct clearly
overlap.
A commonality of ethics and code of conduct is that
they are only partially captured by laws. This begs the
question: "why is not everything regulated through

laws?" In some aspects, our society allows individuals
freedom of choice. Not everything needs to be reg‐
ulated. Moreover, for new developments our society
must first agree on ethical standards. Only after a con‐
sensus is reached, ethical standards can be transferred
into law. An example of such a new development is
the so called digital transformation. One result of the
digital transformation in the industrial sector is the
adoption of cyber‐physical systems ﴾CPS﴿.
Cyber‐physical systems have both physical and digi‐
tal components. 3D printers, CNC routers, and most
machines with sensors constitute a CPS. The digital
element of every CPS handles data in some way. This
data might be shared and accessed by other machines
or processes. From a code of conduct perspective,
such sharing and accessing affect both companies
and individuals: The data might contain sensitive in‐
formation about individuals or companies that should
not be accessible to others. This is why ethical require‐
ments play such a big role for cyber‐physical systems.
Since the focus of current regulations lies on the pro‐
tection of personal information, companies should
take the initiative and lead by example to protect all
sensitive information.
The company's code of conduct should therefore in‐
clude guidelines on how CPS' handle data.
As different stakeholders have different interests and
claims regarding these data, the code of conduct
should also ensure that the perspectives of all stake‐
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holders are considered in a fair way. In many circum‐
stances a negotiation between the stakeholders is re‐
quired to really reflect what all parties consider as "fair".

is used for organizing, real‐time controlling, forecast‐
ing as well as local and global scheduling of produc‐
tion processes.”

The negotiations on this topic can largely vary in form
and complexity. To ground the discussion, this anal‐
ysis considers a real world scenario of CPS usage: a
use case from the CPS4EU Horizon 2020 project: the
TRUMPF Use Case Material Flow Planning and Opti‐
mization.

The use case allows a simulation of the shop floor. It
is a service used to optimize production processes. To
reach that goal a digital representation of the physi‐
cal shop floor is needed. This is called a static digital
twin of the shop floor. The static digital twin needs to
be enriched by dynamic information about processes
and material characteristics.
The static and dynamic information about the shop
floor are essential for the use case.

This use case analysis is a contribution on how to han‐
dle data ethically under a European‐centric code of
conduct.
Please note: The focus of this paper is the handling
of data connected to CPS. The European Code of Con‐
duct includes other topics relevant for CPS. One is the
protection of the environment. All CPS must contrib‐
ute to environmental protection. In the best‐case sce‐
nario, the resulting products serve the environment.
It must always be resource‐ and energy‐saving, repara‐
ble, reusable and recyclable.

1.3. TRUMPF USE CASE: MATERIAL FLOW
PLANNING AND OPTIMIZATION
The base for our discussion is the TRUMPF use case:
“Material Flow Planning and Optimization” as de‐
scribed in the Grant Agreement: “All parts of the pro‐
duction, machine states, workers are part of a com‐
plete digital model ﴾digital twin﴿ of the shop floor.
Through novel CPS technology interaction, this model

Development of the Simulation Service Toolbox
The analysis in this document focuses on the in‐use
phase of the simulation service. While in‐use, the
pipelines that create and run the simulation are fully
automatized processes ﴾illustration 1﴿. Not a single
person looks at the data during this procedure. Only
the simulation outputs need to be manually reviewed.
This differs from the development phase of the service.
During development, several people need to validate
the data. The validation can include visualizing and
analyzing inputs and outputs. Therefore, the value
and risk in this phase of data handling need a separate
analysis. The development phase will not be the
subject of this paper.
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To keep this analysis as simple as possible, only two
stakeholders are considered: the shop floor owner,
and the service provider. The shop floor owner is the
end user of the simulation services. The provider of‐
fers the simulation as a service.
Representation as data pipelines
This analysis focuses on the handling of data. Conse‐
quently, a data perspective is adopted. The shop floor
simulation use case with all the information involved
can be understood as a collection of data pipelines.
The four data pipelines are shown in illustration 1. The
generated and involved data sources are described
in illustration 2.
Generation of semantic map ﴾data pipeline ﴿
The aim of the data pipeline is the generation of a
semantic map of the shop floor. It is created by auto‐
matically processing a 3D scan of the shop floor ﴾data
source ἕ﴿. This 3D information is used to infer the
location of walls, doors, machines, pathways, storage
areas, and obstacles. To not only locate but identify
the machines, photographs of the shop floor ἕ are
also automatically processed. The information gained
includes the type of machine, the producer, or the
model. As output of the data pipeline , the seman‐
tically enhanced layout of the shop floor, named as
sematic map ﴾data source ἕ﴿, is obtained.
Generation of material flow information ﴾data
pipeline ﴿
Data pipeline is concerned with generating the dy‐
namic information required for the simulation. In this
use case, the material flow is tracked through a spe‐
cial Ultra‐Wideband infrastructure. The tracking data

Illustration 1: The simulation service consists of four data pipelines working together to produce in the end the
simulation result ἕ. All data sources are labelled with a letter, from ἕ to ἕ, while the data pipelines can be
identified with an arabic number to . The first data pipeline uses a 3D scan and 360° photographs to create
a digital twin of the shop floor. The second data pipeline uses material tracking information to add the dynamic
component of the processes to the static digital twin. From the order data, that are extracted from a production
planning and control system, detailled information about the material itself and potential production options
like express can be obtained. The information gained from data pipeline
supports in understanding the
requirements of the production processes. The output ἕ, ἕ and ἕ from the first three pipelines are input
into the simulation framework of the service provider. The framework allows for basic as well as advanced
simulation; it constitutes the data pipeline . In the end, the simulation result ἕ is obtained.

ἕ is automatically collected via trackers connected

to the moving pieces and raw materials. The genera‐
tion of the material flow information constitutes data
pipeline .
Order data ﴾data pipeline ﴿
For the simulation, the knowledge of specific charac‐
teristics of the material, such as the weight or dimen‐
sion of certain pieces, is valuable. These properties
have major influence on the simulation and the in‐
tended optimization. In this use case, it is assumed
that the required information is contained in the or‐
der data ἕ. The order data are stored in a produc‐
tion planning and control system of the shop floor
owner. The retrieval of this data for the purpose of
the simulation is a data pipeline .

Simulation of shop floor ﴾data pipeline ﴿
The semantic map ἕ, the material flow ἕ, and the
order data ἕ are all input information for the final
simulation. This final processing constitutes data pipe‐
line .
Different types of simulations are possible based on
this information. They can be set up according to the
stakeholders’ needs. One question where a simula‐
tion can provide insight is finding out the quantity
and type of machines in the shop floor. For this pur‐
pose, the semantic map alone can be used. More com‐
plex simulations can use multiple data sources at once.
For example, to optimize the placement of the ma‐
chinery the semantic map, the material flow and the
order information are required. Either way, the final
output is a simulation result ἕ.
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ID

Data

Description

ἕ

3D scan

The scan is a 3D point cloud representation of the shop floor.

ἕ

360° photographs

Multiple photographs of the shop floor. They are connected to the point
cloud by orientation and position.

ἕ

Digital twin and semantic Digital twin and semantic map contain description of the shop floor with
map
pathways, storages, buffer zones, free spaces and machinery.

ἕ

Material tracking

Location, id and timestamp of the markers indicating stationary and moving
positions of certain pieces manufactured for an order.

ἕ

Order information

Order specific information. It contains material and order details.

ἕ

Simulation results

Depending on the scenario, results contain numerical results or
visualizations.

Illustration 2: The table describes the data generated for the simulation and those added from other sources.
All data are generated for the use case except from data source ἕ. It is primarily generated for a different purpose.

1.4. LEGITIMATE INTERESTS AND
CO‐GENERATION
In the use case at hand, the generation of all data
sources ﴾except the order data ἕ﴿ is a co‐generation
process. In co‐generation, two or more stakeholders
work together to generate the data. This implies that
no stakeholder can generate data on their own. The
shop floor owner can not gather data on the machines
without the technology of the service provider. And
likewise, the technology of the service provider is use‐
less until a shop floor owner allows its installation and
usage.
In essence, only when both parties – the shop floor
owner and the service provider – work together, can
data, and thus a basis for insights, be created. Neither
of them could generate the result ἕ on their own.
From the "co" in "co‐generation process", follows that
both stakeholders – as generation partners – have
certain rights on the data. This means that no single
stakeholder is exclusively entitled to the data. Rather,
the access and sharing of the information contained
in the data sources should always be discussed and
agreed upon between the parties. Since the stake‐
holders' interests in the data can vary, this discussion
is crucial.
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From a legal perspective, it can be be stated that the
service provider has a legitimate interest in the input
data ἕ‐ἕ, as these data are necessary for the sim‐
ulation. But the shop floor owner could also have le‐
gitimate interests beyond just ἕ. The intermediate
data sources ἕ‐ἕ, for example, can help the shop
floor owner answer other business questions ﴾e.g. the
current machine utilization﴿. In any case, it is clear that,
given the co‐generation, the shop floor owner has
certain rights upon the data as well.

1.5. RISK PERCEPTION AND ACCEPTANCE
As it will be discussed in the next sections in more de‐
tail, generating, processing, storing, and sharing data
is not free of risks. The stakeholders should always be
aware of these risks and evaluate them carefully. For
every use case the question needs to be answered:
Does the expected value outweigh the perceived risks
attached to the service?
Data sources ἕ‐ἕ can contain sensitive informa‐
tion. There is always the risk that this sensitive infor‐
mation is misused. Depending on the situation at
hand, the potential costs or other consequences might
differ in type and significance.

The risk contained in a particular data situation is ob‐
jective. Either a certain risk is present or not. If one
has data stored, these data can be stolen or can be
used for an unauthorized purpose.
The potential damage or loss related to a risk scenario
is objective as well, even though the damage is not
always precisely estimable. If personal data is stolen,
a loss of reputation occurs and fines are imposed as
defined in the GDPR.
On the other hand, the willingness and ability to take
a risk depends on individual and subjective assess‐
ments and considerations. The risk perception varies
from individual to individual. Everybody has a differ‐
ent risk appetite, defining the amount of risk one is
willing to take.
Given a certain scenario, it is often possible to lower
the inherent risk by undertaking so called risk mitiga‐
tion actions. Stored personal data could be encrypted;
the access to the storage could be strictly controlled
via access rights. Generally the implementation of risk
mitigation actions come at a cost. Therefore, whether
risk mitigating actions are implemented or not de‐
pends again on the individual risk appetite.
In this upcoming analysis, some risk mitigating ac‐
tions are proposed. If and to what extent the risk mit‐
igating actions are implemented depends on the
stakeholders.

1.6. SENSITIVE INFORMATION
Sensitive information contained in data involves risk.
Thus, generating, processing, storing, and accessing
data always involves risks. These risks differ depend‐
ing on many factors; e.g. the characteristics of the data
pipeline.
The evaluation of the risks, or more correctly the as‐
sessment of the expected associated harm, cleary de‐
pends on the stakeholder, and might vary significantly
between them. Hence, the perspectives of both stake‐
holders – the shop floor owner, and the service provider
– must be taken into account when their claims upon
the data are negotiated.
Depending on the type of sensitive information dif‐
ferent risks are involved. For the purposes of this doc‐
ument, two types of sensitive information are distin‐
guished: Personal and business related.

[Personal information] is every information that can
be traced back to an individual. A picture of a spe‐
cific employee is an example. In cyber‐physical sys‐
tems, personal information is often not directly vis‐
ible but rather hidden in technical data. In Europe,
the GDPR regulates the handling of personal in‐
formation.
[Business sensitive information] includes all infor‐
mation that are of value for the company. A patented
design for a product is an example. But also eco‐
nomic results, business processes, trademarks, de‐
signs, or methods, belong to the business sensi‐
tive information class. So can be the number and
type of CPS a competitor uses. Nationally as well
as internationally, a set of rules exists for the pro‐
tection of business sensitive information.
For a given data source it is not always obvious that
sensitive information is present. This is particularly
true in cyber‐physical systems.
Sensitive information can be contained in the data in
two ways: directly or indirectly. The portrait of a per‐
son is an example of data carrying direct information.
Indirect sensitive information, instead, is inferred from
a primary data source. It can be inferred at least in
two ways: by processing the data or by linking it with
external sources. For example, after processing, the
path of a laser cutter could reveal the shape cut out.
Extracting sensitive information via linkage is a differ‐
ent process. One example can be the information that
the emergency button of a machine was pressed. The
event time, alongside a staffing plan, can reveal the
employee who pressed it.
It is difficult to identify what sensitive information is
contained in a given data source. This is especially
true for indirect information. Identifying sensitive in‐
formation in the data is the primary challenge. How‐
ever, identifying every inferable information from a
data source is not possible. Furthermore, there is no
way of confirming that every scenario has been con‐
sidered.

1.7. RISK‐VALUE TRADE‐OFF
Besides risks, data offer a lot of possibilities to create
value. The analyzed use case can only be successfully
implemented when the data sources ἕ‐ἕ are avail‐
able to the service provider. Nonetheless, the expected
added value of data processing does not justify sim‐
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ply ignoring the risks.
The expected risk and the expected value must be
compared to one another. Is it worth to process the
data? Does the value outweigh the risk? The answer
depends on the application at hand and, as discussed
in the previous section, the stakeholders’ risk appetite.
Since the risk profile differs from situation to situa‐
tion and the risk perception and risk tolerance of the
respective stakeholders varies, it is necessary to carry
out a joint risk‐value analysis for each constellation.
There is no general assessment that applies to all par‐
ties and all situations. In particular, the willingness to
implement risk‐reducing measures will vary greatly
between the various interest groups.

ally a contract between the stakeholders. Without a
contractual arrangement, the service provider will not
install its technology at the shop floor. Similarly, the
shop floor owner will not grant the service provider
access to his or her premises. It is advisable to con‐
tractually fix the data agreements as part of such a
service contract. This includes the data usage agree‐
ment, i.e. the definition of those questions for which
the data may be analyzed, and the measures for data
minimization or risk‐mitigation.

The use case specific risk‐value assessment can result
in different decisions on how to use and share the
data. To give a few examples:
[No implementation] One option is to decide to not
use the data at all neither generate, nor process,
nor store, nor share the data. The risk perceived by
one stakeholder may outweigh the value.
[Data minimization] The assessment might show
that some of the considered data is not be essen‐
tial for the use case. In this instance it is not worth
generating, using, or storing these data at all. This
measure implements the data minimization prin‐
ciple.
[Need‐to‐know] If the data source is essential for an
application, the need‐to‐know principle should be
applied. The parties must agree on which data
points are actually necessary for which stakeholder
in which processing step of the use case. The nec‐
essary agreements define, for example, the level of
detail or the frequency of data delivery.

The service provider should limit his or her claims to
the data. Ideally, to the minimum demonstrably nec‐
essary to implement the use case. Evidence of strict
data minimization must be provided and becomes
part of the contract. In this situation, the options for
the shop floor owner are reduced to agreeing to the
contract or forgoing the service. The contract itself is
standardized.

1.8. DATA AGREEMENTS AS PART OF
SERVICE CONTRACT
In many CPS scenarios, there is a B2B relationship be‐
tween the stakeholders. This definitely applies to the
analyzed TRUMPF use case. It means that there is usu‐
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It can be assumed that a few standard clauses will
emerge for the implementation of a certain CPS ser‐
vice or product.

A standardized extension of the contract can state
whether the contractual partner agrees to other sec‐
ondary uses of the data. Such a secondary benefit
could be the further development of the service by
the service provider. If a stakeholder agrees to an ex‐
tended use of the data, the other partner must also
provide a compensation in return.
In this document, the risk‐value assessment is – for il‐
lustrative purposes – carried out for the TRUMPF Use
Case. The perspectives of both stakeholders – the shop
floor owner and the service provider – are considered.
The risk‐value assessment is structured around the
four data pipelines ﴾ ,
,
,
﴿ in illustration 1.
The pipelines and their respective data sources will
be analyzed separately.

2. RISK AND VALUE ASSESSMENT

2.1. DATA PIPELINE
SEMANTIC MAP

: GENERATION OF

The data pipeline as described in section 1.3. is the
first in focus. Data pipeline
generates the seman‐
tic map ἕ by processing the 3D scan ἕ and the pho‐
tographs ἕ of the shop floor. In the upcoming sec‐
tion, a risk‐value assessment of the data sources ἕ,
ἕ and ἕ is performed. This assessment starts with
analyzing the data for presence of sensitive informa‐
tion. Given the fact that the data are necessary for the
intended shop floor simulation, they possess a signif‐
icant value. After the potential risks are identified, the
risk‐value assessment is performed. Where applica‐
ble, recommendations for risk mitigating actions are
given.

2.1.1. ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS SENSITIVE
INFORMATION
As described in section 1.6., business sensitive infor‐
mation are of value for the company and should be
safeguarded to avoid risky exposure of the informa‐
tion.
Whether and to what degree there is a risk depends
on whether and to what degree data sources ἕ, ἕ
and ἕ contain business sensitive information. The
following chapters analyze this question individually
for each of the data sources mentioned.

2.1.1.1. 3D SCAN OF THE SHOP FLOOR

In this use case implementation, the 3D scan ἕ is
generated in multiple steps. First, different sensors

measure the shop floor simultaneously; a gyroscope
measures acceleration and orientation of the mea‐
surement device, multiple cameras take pictures, and
a laser scanner measures distances in the shop floor.
Second, all sensor data are merged in a complex sen‐
sor fusion. The result of the sensor fusion is a point
cloud that forms the basis for the following data pro‐
cessing.
One exemplary point cloud in this use case consists
of 81.866.667 data entries. The stored file has a size
of 6.8 Gigabyte. Each point of the point cloud is rep‐
resented via one line of the file. Each line consists of
six variables: the location of the point – x, y, z coordi‐
nates – and the color of the point – R, G, B values. The
coordinates are decimal numbers in a coordinate sys‐
tem. A coordinate can be of negative or positive value.
The color data are integers in the RGB color space
ranging from 0 to 255. An example of a 3D scan data
structure is given in illustration 3.
The description of the 3D scan ἕ and illustration 3
make it clear that no human can draw a conclusion
by visually inspecting the raw data. It is impossible for
a human to recognize a wall, a machine, or a door in
this raw data. And it is just as impossible for a person
to directly read the business sensitive information as‐
sociated with this data. Therefore, it is not only effi‐
cient, but fundamentally necessary that the 3D scans
are evaluated fully automatically using specially de‐
veloped algorithms. 3D scans only release their infor‐
mation "indirectly" – as defined in section 1.6. – through
9

Location

Color

X

Y

Z

R

G

B

‐22.98

31.75

3.64

179

156

138

5.46

5.08

‐0.82

153

170

166

‐34.40

34.32

3.31

183

169

158

‐4.05

5.45

2.16

110

96

82

2.72

‐0.74

2.31

191

193

197

...

...

...

...

...

...

Illustration 3: Extract of the raw data from a 3D scan ἕ. For every location identified via the coordinates x,y and
z, that the scan reached, the observed color is given in the RGB coding. With this raw data, a human cannot
infer any part of the layout by simply looking at it.

processing. This applies to the primarily required in‐
formation on the layout of the shop floor, as well as
to the business sensitive information inherent in this
layout.
Business sensitive information
[Direct] From the above explanations, it can be seen
that no business sensitive information is contained
directly in the raw data of the 3D scans ἕ.
[Indirect] However, business sensitive information
can be indirectly inferred by processing the scan.
The resulting layout of the shop floor itself is busi‐
ness‐sensitive information. For example, the lay‐
out can be used by a competitor to gather intel on
the equipment of the shop floor and on produc‐
tion processes.
Value
[Essential] The 3D scan ἕ is essential for generating
the semantic map that is itself necessary for run‐
ning the simulation service. Obtaining the layout
for the semantic map is the only purpose of gen‐
erating the 3D data set of the shop floor. Thus, in
this use case, business sensitive information is es‐
sential.
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[Data minimization] The 3D scan ἕ contains the
minimum information required to derive the lay‐
out of the shop floor. A reduction of the data, ei‐
ther with regard to the recorded variables, or with
regard to the scope of observations, is not possi‐
ble. If the shop floor is to be simulated, the data
must be collected in the presented form.
Risk
• At the moment the 3D scan ἕ is created, the risk
arises for the shop floor owner that this data and
the inherent business sensitive information will be
used in an undesirable way.
• As no information about the service provider is
contained in the 3D scan ἕ, the service provider
is not exposed to risks.
Use case inherent risk mitigation
In this use case, the process of inferring the layout
from the 3D scan ἕ of the shop floor is automatic.
No person manually handles the scan data.
[Who] This reduces the involved parties, and there‐
fore the number of potential criminal actors.
[How] An automated process limits the opportuni‐
ties to use the data in an undesirable way.

Given the characteristics of the use case implemen‐
tation, the efforts required to steal the data are higher
compared to a process that involves interactions by
humans or additional other processes.
Aspects for negotiation
Generally, the risk that comes with inferring the lay‐
out information must be taken by the shop floor owner.
Otherwise, the service cannot be executed. If this risk
is accepted, there are the following aspects for nego‐
tiation:
[Data usage] Should the 3D scan ἕ be used only for
the derivation of the layout or could other usages
be considered as well? Is the service provider al‐
lowed to use the data for improving the algorithms
used for the derivation? Can the shop floor owner
give access to the data to a competitor of the ser‐
vice provider?
[Storage] Should the 3D scan be stored? Already prior
to processing or afterwards? Where?
[Access] If the data is stored, who has access?
The results of the negotiations should be included in
the service contract signed by both parties.
Recommendation to minimize overall risk
The risk inherent to the use case can be minimized if
• the service provider is only allowed to use the 3D
scan ἕ to derive the layout for the semantic map.
• the data are not stored at all and deleted directly
after processing.
• only the process to derive the layout has ever ac‐
cess to the data.

2.1.1.2. 360° PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE
SHOP FLOOR

In this use case the 360° photographs ἕ are used to
identify the machines in the shop floor. While from
the layout the location of a machine can be derived,
with the photographs it becomes possible to learn
specific details about the machines. These details en‐
compass the general type of the machine, the spe‐
cific model, or the producer. The photographs are ac‐
companied by information on the position they are
taken from in the shop floor, and their orientation.
This additional information allows to combine the 3D
scan ἕ and the photographs automatically.

To analyze one shop floor, more than a hundred 360°
photographs are taken, the exact number depends
on the size and the structure of the shop floor. With
the equipment used in this use case, such a photo‐
graph has a size of about 6 MB.
Each file consists of 33.554.432 pixel, stored in 3 large
table with 4096 rows and 8192 columns; one for ev‐
ery dimension of the RGB color space. As already
shown in section 2.1.1.1, the RGB information is en‐
coded by values between 0 and 255; one value re‐
flecting the red, green, and blue portion of the pixel.
illustration 4 shows an example of such a 360° pho‐
tograph data structure.
To derive the information required to identify the ma‐
chines, in this use case, the photographs are processed
automatically. The photographs are processed only
as a series of RGB numerical values. They are not an‐
alyzed in a visual form.
As with the 3D scans ἕ, the 360° photographs ἕ
are also illegible for humans in their raw digital form.
No human can find out the type or model of a ma‐
chine from a data format as shown in illustration 4.
Again, it is not only efficient, but fundamentally nec‐
essary that the 360° photographs are evaluated fully
automatically using specialized algorithms. The infor‐
mation contained in the photographs is only obtained
indirectly via processing. This applies to the primarily
required information on type, model, and producer
of the machine, as well as to the business sensitive in‐
formation inherent in these characteristics.
Business sensitive information
[Direct] The numeric RGB values, without processing
and visualizing the data, do not contain any direct
business sensitive information.
[Indirect] But there is indirect business sensitive in‐
formation. In the use case implementation, the data
are processed automatically to identify the ma‐
chines. The type and model of the machines, the
producer, together with other machine specifica‐
tions, are business sensitive information. As a spe‐
cial form of processing the data, a visualization –
what is normally referred to as a photograph –
would reveal this business sensitive information as
well. But in this use case, the data are not visualized.
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Illustration 4: Extract from a 360° photograph ἕ showing the values for red, green and blue for every pixel the
photograph consists of. With this raw data, a human cannot infer the type of a machine by simply looking at it.

Value
[Essential] Similar to the 3D scan ἕ in subsection
2.1.1.1, the 360° photographs ἕ are essential for
running the simulation service.
[Data minimization] The 360° photographs ἕ are
the minimal required set of information that allows
the identification of the machines. A reduction of
the raw data is not possible. If the shop floor is to
be simulated, the photographs must be taken.
The possibilities of inference on the 360° photographs
ἕ are very extensive. In addition to the derivations
required for the simulation, such as the type of ma‐
chine, inferences on aspects that have no relevance
to the simulation are also possible. For example, the
age or the condition of the machine could be revealed.
Knowing the age and condition of the machine allows
drawing conclusions about the company's financial
health and competitiveness.
Derivations from the 360° photographs are required
for two reasons:
[Required] The information is required in exactly this
form for the simulation. This is the case, for exam‐
ple, for the type of machine.
[Support role] The information itself is not required
for simulation but allows other required information
to be identified. This "support" role is played, for ex‐
ample, by the information about the specific model
of a machine and the manufacturer. With their help,
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For the simulation, it is important to know the type
of a machine. Whether a machine is a laser cutting
machine, or a bending machine, directly influences
the simulation.
The situation is different when it comes to informa‐
tion about the model or the manufacturer of a ma‐
chine. This information initially has no added value
for the simulation itself. Instead, it plays a role of
support. For more in‐depth simulations and opti‐
mizations, it is important to know the performance
characteristics of the machines. For example, the
throughput or processing time for a machine type
can vary from model to model. Some machines can
process sheet metal up to a thickness of 15 cm, oth‐
ers up to 30 cm.
These performance characteristics cannot be di‐
rectly inferred from the photographs. But knowing
the model and/or manufacturer of the machine al‐
lows to look up this performance characteristics
from publicly available data sources.
In order not to overload this analysis, the deduc‐
tion of performance characteristics from model and/
or manufacturer information will not be discussed
further. This inference is considered an automatic
step in the data pipeline
performed by the ser‐
vice provider.

it is possible to identify performance characteristics
required for the simulation.
Risk
• At the moment the 360° photographs ἕ are cre‐
ated, the risk arises for the shop floor owner that
this data, and the inherent business sensitive in‐
formation, will be used in an undesirable way.
• As no information about the service provider is re‐
vealed from the 360° photographs ἕ, the service
provider is not exposed to risks.
Use case inherent risk mitigation
• As described above, identifying machines is also
possible when processing the data into a visual
form: the "photograph", or image. On an image,
every human can see the machine’s type, model or
producer. In this use case implementation, the raw
data are not processed as images. Therefore, the
sensitive information is not exposed via visualiza‐
tion.
• The processing of RGB data is done automatically.
No human is in the loop.
[Who] This reduces the involved parties and there‐
fore the number of potential criminal actors.
[How] An automated process limits the opportu‐
nities to use the data in an undesirable way.
Aspects for negotiation
If the shop floor owner wants the simulation, thus per‐
ceives the value higher than the potential harm asso‐
ciated to the risk, the data must be generated. But it
can still be negotiated what data exactly is generated
and used and who has access to what data. This leads
to the following negotiable aspects:
[Data usage] Is the service provider allowed to use
the 360° photographs ἕ for any other purpose
than the simulation of the shop floor?
[Inference] What information should be inferred from
the 360° photographs ἕ?
[Information look up] What performance character‐
istics are looked up from external sources?
[Providing of Output] Should the support role in‐
formation be provided for the next processing step?
[Storage] Should the 360° photographs ἕ and/or
the inferred information and/or the performance
characteristics be stored? If so, all of the informa‐
tion including the support variables?
[Access] Who should have access to the photographs

and the inferred information? Should the 360° pho‐
tographs ἕ and/or the inferred information and/
or the performance characteristics be accessible to
the shop floor owner?
[Deletion] Should the 360° photographs ἕ be erased
after the processing is completed?
The results of the negotiations should be included in
the service contract signed by both parties.
Recommendation to minimize overall risk
The risk inherent to the use case can be minimized if
• the service provider is only allowed to use the 360°
photographs ἕ to derive the layout for the se‐
mantic map.
• only information relevant either directly for the
simulation or in a support role are inferred from
the 360° photographs.
• only performance characteristics relevant for the
simulation are looked up.
• only information relevant for the simulation is
passed on.
• no data is stored.
• no access to the data is granted other than to the
process extracting the required information from
the 360° photographs ἕ.
• all information is erased directly after the process‐
ing is completed.

2.1.1.3. SEMANTIC MAP

The semantic map ἕ results after the processing of
data sources ἕ and ἕ by data fusion.
With the 3D scan ἕ and the 360° photographs ἕ,
a distinction is made between the digital raw data,
and a potential visualization. An example of such a vi‐
sualization is given in the illustrations 6, and 7, in the
following section 2.1.2. An analogous distinction be‐
tween digital raw data and visualization also makes
sense for the semantic map ἕ.
A visual representation of the shop floor is not re‐
quired for the actual simulation. Rather, the digital
twin, i.e. the digital description of the shop floor and
its properties, is required. The data processing of the
3D scan ἕ, the 360° photographs ἕ, and the data
fusion of the results, generate exactly this digital twin
of the shop floor.
A visualization of the digital twin that people can un‐
derstand is the semantic map. A semantic map gen‐
erated as part of this use case can be found in illus‐
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tration 5, which follows later.
Since the simulation itself does not need the seman‐
tic map, the question arises to what extent such a se‐
mantic map should be generated from the digital twin.
The answer to this question depends on the wishes
of the shop floor owner. It is undeniable that such a
semantic map has great added value and benefits.
In the following discussion, a distinction is made be‐
tween the digital twin and the semantic map, both of
which are denoted by ἕ.
In order to enable the simulation intended in this use
case, the digital twin ἕ, i.e. the database created
through the data fusion of the results of processing
the 3D scans ἕ, and the 360° photographs ἕ, con‐
tains at least information about the location of the
machines, their type, and performance characteristics,
as well as information on the overall layout of the
shop floor.
Whether the digital twin ἕ also contains other infor‐
mation that is not relevant for the simulation depends
on the agreements made for the processing of the 3D
scans ἕ, and in particular the 360° photographs ἕ.
If the recommendations for risk minimization have
been implemented, the digital twin only includes the
information required for the simulation. Otherwise,
information about the model, the manufacturer, or
the condition of a machine might be available as part
of the digital twin ἕ.
As for data source ἕ and ἕ, and therefore also for
the digital twin ἕ, a human observer cannot do any‐
thing with the information by simply looking at it. An
inference of business sensitive information is only pos‐
sible by means of automated processing.
The situation is completely different with the visual‐
ized semantic map: the viewer immediately realizes
facts that are sensitive from the perspective of the
shop floor owner.
Business Sensitive Information
[Direct] As raw data, the digital twin ἕ does not con‐
tain direct business sensitive information that hu‐
mans can interpret.
[Indirect] To obtain the semantic map ἕ from of the
digital twin ἕ, processing is required. The seman‐
tic map ἕ contains business sensitive information.
Also, by using the digital twin ἕ as input for the
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simulation, business sensitive information is re‐
vealed.
Value
[Essential] The digital twin ἕ is essential to run the
simulation. Hence, in this use case, business sensi‐
tive information is essential.
[Data minimization] Whether the digital twin ἕ
contains only information relevant for the simula‐
tion, or other data as well, depends on the agree‐
ments made for the processing of the 3D scans ἕ,
and in particular the 360° photographs ἕ.
Risk
• As soon as the digital twin ἕ is generated, the risk
arises for the shop floor owner that this data and
the inherent business sensitive information will be
used in an undesirable way.
• As no information about the service provider is
contained in the digital twin ἕ, the service provider
is not exposed to risks.
Sharing the digital twin ἕ with the service provider
leads to the exposure of business sensitive informa‐
tion. This holds true even with the smallest possible
set of information, as this still includes the shop floor
layout and the machines with type, location, and per‐
formance information.
Machines' performance characteristics are also sen‐
sitive information: knowing a machine's pieces per
hour capacity can reveal the maximum yearly produc‐
tion. Linking this information with prices, assessments
on the company's revenue can be made. Moreover,
having access to specific performance characteristics
can lead to the identification of single machines. For
example, there might be only one laser cutter model
with a maximum speed of 130m/min on the market.
Knowing this single performance characteristic could
therefore help to uncover the machines' model, man‐
ufacturer, or acquisition cost.
Use case inherent risk mitigation
In this use case, the data fusion to obtain the digital
twin ἕ is done automatically without a human in the
loop.
[Who] This reduces the involved parties, that is the
number of potential criminal actors.

Illustration 5: Zoom in a semantic map of a shop floor: The map shows the overall layout of the facility with
machines, their type, manufacturer and model together with additional performance characteristics.
From one digital twin of this use case, a semantic map
is generated for illustration purposes.
From a technical perspective, the semantic map is an
image. In the given example, the size of the image is
1138 x 2087 x 3. Similarly to the 360° photographs
displayed in illustration 4, there is one layer of
information for red, green, and blue.
From a visual perspective, the semantic map is on the

one hand a map; with the layout of the shop floor,
the location of machines, walls, doors, floor markings,
free space, and potential obstacles clearly identifiable.
On the other hand, the visualization is semantically
enriched: further information about the machines,
their type, model, and manufacturer are given, and
there is the possibility to display even the performance
characteristics.

[How] An automated process limits the opportuni‐
ties to use the data in an undesirable way.

using exact values for the characteristics, a perfor‐
mance class could be used. This way the ability to
infer the machine model from the characteristics
is limited, while the loss in quality for the simula‐
tion is small.
[Semantic map] Should a semantic map ἕ be cre‐
ated, which visualizes the information from the dig‐
ital twin?
[Semantic map] If a semantic map ἕ is produced,
it needs to be agreed on what information is shown.
While not used in the simulation, support role in‐
formation like model and manufacturer could be
displayed.
[Storage] Should the digital twin ἕ be stored? Should
the subset of information sent to the simulation be
stored? Should the semantic map ἕ be stored?

Aspects for negotiation
To run the simulation of the shop floor, parts of the
information from the digital twin must be shared. The
aspects to negotiate are:
[Data usage] It must be negotiated whether the ser‐
vice provider may use the data for purposes other
than simulating the shop floor.
[Data minimization] The subset of information from
the digital twin ἕ used for the simulation must be
agreed on.
[Data minimization] If performance characteristics
are delivered to the simulation, the granularity of
the information should be agreed on. Instead of
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[Access] Who gets access to the digital twin ἕ, to
the semantic map ἕ, and to the subset of infor‐
mation from the digital twin used within the sim‐
ulation?
The results of the negotiations should be included in
the service contract signed by both parties.
Recommendation to minimize overall risk
The risk inherent to the use case can be minimized if
• the digital twin consists only of information re‐
quired for the simulation.
• performance characteristics are mapped to perfor‐
mance classes and only these classes are sent to
the simulation.
• the service provider is allowed to use the data only
for the simulation.
• no data is stored.
• no semantic map is produced.
• if it is decided to create a semantic map, it should
be under the full control of the shop floor owner.

2.1.1.4. SUMMARY DATA PIPELINE
SEMANTIC MAP

:

In data pipeline , business sensitive information is
present in all data sources considered: the 3D scan
ἕ, the 360° photographs ἕ, and the digital twin ἕ.
The 3D scan ἕ, and the 360° photographs ἕ, are
necessary to generate the digital twin ἕ which is nec‐
essary for the simulation. The only risk‐free option
would be not to run the simulation at all.
If the simulation is deemed valuable ﴾enough﴿, the
shop floor owner must take the risks attached to shar‐
ing sensitive business information about the shop
floor with the service provider. The risks can be min‐
imized following the recommendations given in the
previous subsection.
The semantic map ἕ is a visualization of the infor‐
mation contained in the digital twin ἕ. Similarly to
the 3D scan ἕ and the 360° photographs ἕ, a visu‐
alization of the raw data is not required for the sim‐
ulation, as the processing is done automatically. It can
be assumed that such a semantic map ἕ is of inter‐
est for the shop floor owner. If this is the case, the se‐
mantic map ἕ should be treated as an additional
product, and the terms and conditions for sharing the
information should be negotiated.
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2.1.2. ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL
INFORMATION
In section 2.1.1, the risk‐value assessment of data
pipeline for business sensitive information was con‐
ducted. This section performs the risk‐value assess‐
ment for personal information.
For the simulation of the shop floor, having the goal
to optimize production processes, personal informa‐
tion is neither required nor wanted at all. Personal in‐
formation adds no value to the simulation.
Even though it is not needed, personal information
could still be contained in data sources ἕ and ἕ,
and potentially inherited by ἕ. It is important to be
aware of which exact personal information is embed‐
ded in the data.
With business sensitive information, the risk of mis‐
use concerns the shop floor owner and the service
provider only. With personal information, instead, the
risk of misuse can also impact both stakeholders' em‐
ployees. One potential misuse of personal informa‐
tion in this context could be the monitoring of em‐
ployees for the purpose of performance assessments
and behavior control.
In Europe, where the GDPR regulates the protection
of personal data, companies must handle personal in‐
formation with care. Within the value and risk assess‐
ment process, the interests of the employees are rep‐
resented by their respective employer.
The analysis of personal information for data pipeline
will be carried out in the following subsection.

2.1.2.1. 3D SCAN OF THE SHOP FLOOR

The 3D scan ἕ is used to infer the layout of the shop
floor. It is described in detail in subsection 2.1.1.1, and
the data structure is shown in illustration 3. As ex‐
plained there, the data is processed automatically
without human intervention.
Analogously to the findings for business sensitive in‐
formation, it also applies to personal information that
no knowledge can be derived directly from the 3D
scan raw data ἕ by visual inspection. This is only pos‐
sible after certain processing is applied.
Personal information
[Direct] The raw data does not contain direct per‐
sonal information.

Illustration 6: The image shows an example visualization of a 3D scan ἕ. There are people recognizable.
The 3D scan ἕ can be further processed into a
visualization. If a person was present at the moment
of the 3D scan the visualization reveals people's
silhouettes; but only silhouettes. It is important to
note that from these silhouettes it is normally
impossible to identify a certain person. The silhouettes
indicate that a person is in the frame, but who that
person is remains unknown.

The difference between recognizable and identifiable
can be seen in the illustration above: There, the
silhouettes of groups of workers can be seen. One can
recognize they are people, but not identify any specific
employee. To identify a specific employee from such
a 3D scan, additional specific knowledge about him
or her is needed. For example, a staffing plan could
be cross‐referenced with the 3D scan.

[Indirect] There can be personal information con‐
tained indirectly. If employees are present while
scanning, there will be coordinates representing
them in the 3D scan ἕ.

Risk
• No risk arises for the shop floor owner or the ser‐
vice provider from the existence of personal infor‐
mation in the 3D scans ἕ; assuming that no gen‐
eral data protection regulations are violated.
• The risk of being identified via the 3D scan ἕ ex‐
ists for the employees of the shop floor owner.

Value
As already mentioned in the introduction of section
2.1.2, personal information adds no value to this use
case. Neither the shop floor owner nor the service
provider is interested in this personal information.
Hence, there is no value in having any personal infor‐
mation in the 3D scan ἕ.
Not only is personal information irrelevant for the
simulation, but it could even be detrimental. If peo‐
ple stand in front of the machines during the scan‐
ning operations, the automatic identification process
can encounter issues. The algorithm is trained to iden‐
tify machines only. This means that human silhouettes
can contaminate the data, resulting in artifacts as can
be seen in illustration 6. Consequently, the automatic
identification process could even fail.

The potential impact and damage to the employee in
the event of identification are rather small. The only
information obtained would be that a certain em‐
ployee was in a certain location in the shop floor at a
given time.
Use case inherent risk mitigation
• The 3D scan ἕ is processed automatically with‐
out a human in the analytical loop.
[Who] This reduces the involved parties and there‐
fore the number of potential criminal actors.
[How] An automated process limits the opportu‐
nities to use the data in an undesirable way.
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• Moreover, the 3D scan ἕ is not visualized, and
from the raw data humans cannot infer any mean‐
ingful information.
• The 3D scan ἕ itself is only taken once, and not
on a continuous basis. The information potentially
gained from one scan about a single employee is
too limited to be used in any type of performance
benchmarking.
Since the potential to harm the employee is relatively
low, complex or costly measures to reduce the pres‐
ence of personal information in the data are neither
necessary, nor expected.
Aspects of negotiation
[Process] When should the 3D scan ἕ be taken? Is
it possible to empty the shop floor at this point in
time? The scan could be conducted at night or dur‐
ing lunch breaks. This would help to prevent to col‐
lect personal information and potential artifacts
caused by people being present.
[Data usage] It must be negotiated whether the ser‐
vice provider may use the data for purposes other
than simulating the shop floor.
[Storage] Should the 3D scan ἕ be stored? Where?
[Access] Who should have access to the 3D scan ἕ?
The results of the negotiations should be included in
the service contract signed by both parties.
Recommendation to minimize overall risk
The risk inherent to the use case can be minimized if
• the shop floor is empty at the time of scanning;
• in the event that it is not possible to clear the shop
floor, the employees have been informed and ad‐
mission is legally secured via the employment con‐
tract or a company agreement.
• the 3D scan ἕ will be deleted after processing.
• only the relevant processing for the simulation has
access to the 3D scan ἕ.
• the service provider uses the data only to create
the layout required for the semantic map.

2.1.2.2. 360° PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE
SHOP FLOOR

Along with the 3D scan ἕ, 360° photographs ἕ of
the shop floor are taken. The technical details and the
data structure are described in subsection 2.1.1.2, and
displayed in illustration 4. As clearly pointed out, per‐
sonal information is not of interest for this use case.
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Therefore, personal information is not actively col‐
lected, but may be included in other data sources as
a kind of by‐product or artifact. Exactly this case, per‐
sonal information as an artifact, can arise for the 360°
photographs ἕ: If people are present when the pho‐
tographs are taken, information about them will be
part of the digital representation of the 360° photo‐
graph.
Personal Information
[Direct] The numeric RGB values, without processing
and visualizing the data, do not contain any direct
personal information.
[Indirect] But there is indirect personal information
that can be revealed by processing. As a special
form of processing the data, a visualization in the
form of what is normally referred to as the pho‐
tograph would clearly show all people that had
been present at the moment the picture was taken.
An example is given in illustration 7. In turn, the
possibility to identify a single person makes the
photograph data inherently riskier than the scan
data for the employees of the shop floor owner.
It is important to note that the implementation of the
use case deliberately refrains from making the digital
data of the photograph available in a visualized form.
The digital automated process does not require such
visualizations.
Value
No personal information from the 360° photograph
ἕ is required for the use case.
Risk
• There arises no risk for the shop floor owner or the
service provider from the existence of personal in‐
formation in the 360° photograph ἕ; assuming
that no general data protection regulations are vi‐
olated.
• There is a risk for the employees of the shop floor
owner to be identified from a visualization of the
360° photographs ἕ.
If an employee is identified from a 360° photograph
ἕ, the potential damage for the employee is rather
small. The only information obtained would be that a
specific employee was in a certain location in the shop
floor at a given time.

Illustration 7: An image generated from a 360° photograph ἕ of a shop floor with two people clearly visible,
but intentially blurred in this example. A visualization like this one of the 360° photographs ἕ is not used in
the process to run the simulation.

Use case inherent risk mitigation
• The processing of data source ἕ is done fully au‐
tomatized. No manual analysis is carried out.
[Who] This reduces the involved parties and there‐
fore the number of potential criminal actors.
[How] An automated process limits the opportu‐
nities to use the data in an undesirable way.
• The 360° photographs ἕ are processed in a non‐
visual form.
• The 360° photographs ἕ are taken only at a cer‐
tain point in time. This makes their usage for bench‐
marking purposes rather unlikely.
Since the potential to harm the employee is relatively
low, complex or costly measures to reduce the pres‐
ence of personal information in the data are neither
necessary, nor expected. The inclusion of personal in‐
formation in the data should still be avoided if possible.
Aspects of negotiation
[Process] When should the 360° photographs ἕ be
taken? Is it possible to empty the shop floor at this
point in time?
[Data usage] It must be negotiated whether the ser‐
vice provider may use the data for purposes other
than simulating the shop floor.
[Storage] Should the 360° photographs ἕ be stored?
Where?
[Access] Who should have access to the 360° photo‐
graphs ἕ?

The results of the negotiations should be included in
the service contract signed by both parties.
Recommendation to minimize overall risk
The risk inherent to the use case can be minimized if
• the shop floor is empty at the time of scanning; In
the event that it is not possible to clear the shop
floor, the employees have been informed and ad‐
mission is legally secured via the employment con‐
tract or a company agreement,
• the 360° photographs ἕ will be deleted after pro‐
cessing.
• only the relevant processing for the simulation has
access to the 360° photographs ἕ.
• the service provider uses the data only to identify
machines to enrich the semantic map.
In this particular use case, a special device is used to
scan the hall and take photographs. The device used
requires an operator. The operator might be pho‐
tographed while scanning and photographing the
shop floor. To avoid photographing the operator, the
device used can be mounted on a remote carriage.

2.1.2.3. SEMANTIC MAP

Data sources ἕ and ἕ are automatically processed
to generate the digital twin ἕ. The semantic map ἕ
is a visualization of ﴾parts of﴿ the digital twin ἕ.
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Illustration 8: Update of the data pipeline illustration 1. Only need‐to‐know information should be provided for
the simulation and the semantic map should only be accessible for the shop floor owner.

Both the digital twin ἕ and the semantic map ἕ do
not contain any personal information. The process‐
ing of the 3D scan ἕ and the 360° photographs ἕ
eliminates personal information, if it had been present
in the first place.
Personal information
[Direct] No direct personal information is contained
in the digital twin ἕ.
[Indirect] It is hard to imagine a scenario where pro‐
cessing the digital twin and/or linking the informa‐
tion with another data source might reveal per‐
sonal information.
As no personal information is contained in the digi‐
tal twin ἕ a risk‐value assessment is not required.

2.1.2.4. CONCLUSION
Personal information can be contained in both, the
3D scan ἕ and the 360° photographs ἕ. After the
data fusion to generate the digital twin ἕ, the per‐
sonal information is eliminated. For the simulation no
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personal information is required nor wanted.
It is possible to avoid the presence of personal infor‐
mation by taking the 3D scan ἕ and the 360° pho‐
tographs ἕ when no employee is present in the shop
floor. Otherwise, risk‐mitigating measures should be
taken as described in the subsections 2.1.2.1 and
2.1.2.2.
Given the results from the discussion of the data pipe‐
line , first for business sensitive and second for per‐
sonal information, the illustration 1 is updated. Illus‐
tration 8 shows one major change: the semantic map
that reveals business sensitive information to every
observer but is not necessary for the simulation is
taken outside of the simulation process as a stand‐
alone artifact. The terms and conditions regarding the
semantic map need to be negotiated. It is recom‐
mended, that the shop floor owner has full control
over it.
Within the remaining process, only information es‐
sential and relevant should be provided to the simu‐
lation.

2.2. DATA PIPELINE

: MATERIAL FLOW

The data pipeline generates material tracking data
allowing to simulate the material flow. In this use case
the material tracking data ἕ is generated by placing
a tracker on a trolley carrying materials. This way, the
coordinates of the trolley at certain points in time are
collected. In this section the resulting tracking data
are analyzed for presence of sensitive information.

2.2.1. ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS SENSITIVE
INFORMATION – MATERIAL TRACKING DATA
The material tracking data are used to infer the paths
of the trolleys and thus, the location and path of the
materials. The material traces are business sensitive
information.
To be able to distinguish between trackers, every
tracker has a unique ID, that is part of the data set.
Beside the ID for each material trace, the timestamp
of the measurement and the x, y and z coordinates of
the location are given as illustrated in 9. An exemplary
sample rate of 5 measurements per minute leads to
18000 observations per hour per material trace.
The description of the material tracking data and the
example in illustration 9 make it clear, that except the
total number of tracker in use, more substantial in‐
formation like the material traces can not be inferred

by any human. This knowledge can only be gathered
by automatically processing the information.
Business sensitive information
[Direct] Business sensitive information is directly rec‐
ognizable from the material tracking data ἕ, as
the number of trackers in use is obvious.
[Indirect] Business sensitive information is also con‐
tained indirectly, as the material traces itself can
be revealed after processing the data.
Both information allow for example conclusions about
the order situation of the company as well as the size
and capacity of the production facility. The number
of active trolleys can give hints on the volume of or‐
ders. Few trolleys moving could mean the company
is not receiving many orders.
Value
[Essential] To obtain the traces for the material, the
material tracking data ἕ are essential. Without
the traces certain optimizations cannot be per‐
formed with the simulation. Thus, in this use case,
business sensitive information is essential.
[Data minimization] The data structure of the ma‐
terial tracking data ἕ cannot be reduced without
losing the ability to infer the traces. ID, timestamp

ID

timestamp

x

y

z

1

2021‐11‐02 12:55:13

38.4

345.2

15

1

2021‐11‐02 12:55:14

39.4

342.2

15

1

2021‐11‐02 12:55:15

40.5

341.6

15

2

2021‐11‐02 12:55:15

384.5

32.1

15

1

2021‐11‐02 12:55:16

40.5

341.6

15

2

2021‐11‐02 12:55:16

378.9

30.8

15

Illustration 9: Example of the material tracking data ἕ. Every observation consists of the ID of the tracker, the
time, the measurement is taken, and the coordinates in x‐ , y‐ and z‐direction of the location of the tracker.
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Illustration 10: A trace shows the movement of a material in the shop floor. In this example, material was taken
out of the storage and transported to the laser machine. The ID of the tracker is 91. With the movement of the
material, also the movement of a single employee responsible for the transportation becomes apparent.

and the coordinates constitute the minimal set of
information required to solve the task.
Risk
• For the shop floor owner the existence of the ma‐
terial tracking data ἕ bears the risk that this data
and the inherent business sensitive information will
be used in an undesirable way.
• As no information about the service provider is
contained in the material tracking data ἕ the ser‐
vice provider is not exposed to risks by the data.
Use case inherent risk mitigation
In this use case, the processing of the material track‐
ing data is automatically done without a human in the
analytical loop.
[Who] This reduces the involved parties, that is the
number of potential criminal actors.
[How] An automated process limits the opportuni‐
ties to use the data in an undesirable way.
Moreover, the data are not visualized, and from the
raw data humans can only extract simple information
such as the number of trackers in use.
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Aspects of negotiation
[Data usage] It needs to be agreed upon whether
the service provider is allowed to use the material
tracking data ἕ only for the simulation or whether
other usages are possible as well. The shop floor
owner can use the material tracking data ἕ for
every use case wanted. In this case an adequate
compensation for the costs of generation might
be paid by the shop floor owner to the service
provider.
[Storage] Should the material tracking data ἕ be
stored? At which point in the data pipeline? Where?
[Access] If the data are stored, who – person or process
– should have access?
The results of the negotiations should be included in
the service contract signed by both parties.
Recommendation to minimize overall risk
The risk inherent to the use case can be minimized if
• the service provider is only allowed to use the ma‐
terial tracking data ἕ to infer the traces of the ma‐
terial in the shop floor.

• the data are not stored at all and deleted directly
after processing.
• only the process to infer the traces has access to
the data.

2.2.2. ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL
INFORMATION – MATERIAL TRACKING DATA
In subsection 2.2.1 the risk‐value assessment of data
pipeline for business sensitive information was de‐
scribed. This subsection performs the risk‐value as‐
sessment for personal information.
As already explained for data pipeline , personal
information is not required nor wanted to run the sim‐
ulation for the shop floor's optimization. The simula‐
tion requires purely factual inputs about layout, ma‐
chines and processes. It is therefore neither necessary
nor useful to generate personal information and to
provide it to the simulation.
Personal information
[Direct] Personal information are not present directly
in the material tracking data ἕ.
[Indirect] But personal information can be inferred
indirectly. For example, the tracking data time‐
stamps can be cross‐referenced with a staffing plan
of the employees. Doing so, a single trace could
be linked to a specific employee moving the trol‐
ley. A visual example of a trolley's path is presented
in illustration 10.
Value
This indirect personal information is of no value for
any stakeholder. It is not useful for the purpose of op‐
timizing production processes.
Risk
There is a risk that this indirect personal information
could be misused. Particularly, employees are at risk
of being benchmarked by the shop floor owner. For
example, by pre‐processing the tracking timestamps
and coordinates, the speed of the workers is inferable.
Whether such benchmarking is generally permitted
or prohibited depends on the respective employment
contracts or existing company agreements. In any
case, the employee should be informed by the shop
floor owner about all performance evaluations that
have been carried out.

Use case inherent risk mitigation
The risk of misuse of this personal information, how‐
ever, is low. The processing of the tracking data in this
use case is automatized, with only minimal manual
intervention for trace validation. The paths are later
used to infer production processes. The single traces
can be deleted after the processes are identified. De‐
pending on the agreement about access to the traces
between the service provider and the shop floor owner,
the latter might never have access to the traces at all.
The probability of misuse, given the limited opportu‐
nities to extract the traces and link them with other
sources, is rather low.
Aspects of negotiation
There are a few aspects of negotiation to further min‐
imize the risk of personal information being poten‐
tially misused:
[Access] Does the shop floor owner have access to
the traces?
[Data minimization: timestamps] Is it possible to
omit the timestamps or "blur" the time informa‐
tion in such a way that the traces are still recogniz‐
able, but no connection can be established be‐
tween the trace and the employee co‐generating it?
Recommendation to minimize overall risk
The risk inherent to the use case can be minimized if
• the shop floor owner has no access to the single
traces.
• the single traces are deleted after the processes
are identified.
• the timestamps are blurred appropriately.
The results of the negotiations should be included in
the service contract signed by both parties.

2.2.3 SUMMARY DATA PIPELINE
MATERIAL FLOW

:

The material tracking data ἕ contains business sen‐
sitive information about the shop floor owner. If one
wants to carry out the simulation, this sensitive infor‐
mation is indispensable. The risk for the shop floor
owner can be mitigated by a number of measures,
but not eliminated.
The material tracking data ἕ contains indirectly deriv‐
able personal information about the employees of the
shop floor owner. Since personal information are not
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Illustration 11: Update of the data pipeline illustration 8 incorporating the results of the analysis of data pipeline
: Only information the service provider needs to know to run the simulation should be provided.

relevant for the simulation, it is advisable to take all
available risk mitigating measures with regard to per‐
sonal data.
Analogous to the recommendations for data pipeline
, it is generally recommended to strictly implement
the need‐to‐know principle. This is shown schemati‐
cally in illustration 11. Neither should more data be
collected than is required for the implementation of
the use case ﴾data minimization﴿, nor should access
to the data be granted to anyone or any process not
necessary to run the simulation. It is also advisable to
delete the material tracking data ἕ once the analy‐
sis has been completed.

2.3. DATA PIPELINE

: ORDER INFORMATION

The order information pipeline . processes order
data extracted from a production planning and con‐
trol system. In this production planning and control
system, the details of all orders are stored along with
lots of other information. These order details include,
for example, the name of the customer, the time of
the order, any express options, the selected material
and certainly the scope of the order. Especially the
material properties are key to effectively understand
– and afterwards optimize – the production process.
The data source ἕ contains a subset of this massive
database. The information in ἕ is selected from the
system depending on its added value for the planned
process optimization.
The production planning and control system and its
database is hosted and maintained by the shop floor
owner. As a subset of the overall database, data source
ἕ is also under the control of the shop floor owner.
Hence, the order data ἕ will be provided to the ser‐
vice provider by the owner.
The analysis of business sensitive information and per‐
sonal information in the data will be carried out next.
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2.3.1. ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS SENSITIVE
INFORMATION – ORDER DATA

For the simulation, the order data ἕ need to be ex‐
tracted from the database of the production planning
and control system. This extraction can be critical in
itself and involves risks. This aspect will not be dis‐
cussed further. Rather, in the analysis of the present
use case, it is assumed that the extracted data source
ἕ is transferred digitally to the service provider via
a technical interface.
Whether – and to what degree – business sensitive
information is contained in the data source ἕ de‐
pends on which information is specifically extracted.
For the simulation, it is irrelevant who the specific
client is. On the other hand, the material of a work‐
piece, and thus its weight, is of great importance for
the simulation.
Information can be extracted directly from the order
data ἕ either by a human being or by a technical
process. The information contained is easily accessi‐
ble due to their descriptive nature. With this easy‐to‐
acquire understanding, conclusions can be drawn, for
example that 37.41% of all orders have an express op‐
tion or that an average of 13 workpieces are ordered
per order. It is undisputed that this is business‐sensi‐
tive information.
Through further processing, in particular the fusion
of the order data ἕ with the material traces ἕ, fur‐
ther business sensitive information can be extracted.
For example, it can be seen from the merged data
that the production process for thin sheets up to a
thickness of 2.3cm regularly comes to a standstill due
to an under capacity for bending. Exactly this busi‐
ness‐sensitive information is at the core of the insights
to be gained through the simulation in this use case.
Business sensitive information
The provided order data ἕ is business sensitive.
[Direct] The data contain direct business information.
[Indirect] The data contain indirect business sensi‐
tive information revealed for example after fusion
with the material tracking data ἕ.
Value
The order and material information are of high value
for the production optimization.

[Essential] The order data are essential for process
optimization. For example, knowing the weight of
a work piece is essential to correctly understand
the needs of the production process.
[Data minimization] The specific metrics contained
in the order data can differ significantly depend‐
ing on the production planning and control sys‐
tem. Differently from other analyzed data sources,
the actual data structure of the order data is un‐
known. Thus, whether the available data form a
minimal set of information regarding the simula‐
tion is unknown.
Risk
• For the shop floor owner the order data ἕ pose
a serious risk.
• The order data ἕ are free of risk for the service
provider as they contain no information about the
service provider.
Use case inherent risk mitigation
Since in this implementation the shop floor owner
himself exports the data from his system, he has full
control over the volume and variety of the informa‐
tion passed on. If he does not want to share a data
point, the service provider has no possibility to en‐
force the release or to generate the information him‐
self.
Aspects of negotiation
[Data usage] The shop floor owner has full control
over the order data as it is all contained in the pro‐
duction planning and control system. He is thus
able to use them in any way. It must be negotiated
whether the service provider may use the data for
purposes other than simulating the shop floor.
[Data minimization] It must be determined which
information is to be specifically extracted from the
production planning and control system.
[Storage] Should the data source ἕ be stored sep‐
arately
[Access] How exactly should the service provider ac‐
cess the data?
The results of the negotiations should be included in
the service contract signed by both parties.
Recommendation to minimize overall risk
The risk inherent to the use case can be minimized if
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• the owner should only provide strictly needed in‐
formation.
• the order data ἕ are not stored after being fed
into the simulation.
• no access other than for the simulation is granted.
Especially no access is granted to third parties.
• the data are only used for the simulation of the
shop floor.

2.3.2. ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL
INFORMATION – ORDER DATA
In subsection 2.3.1 the risk‐value assessment of data
pipeline for business sensitive information was de‐
scribed. The present subsection performs the risk
‐value assessment for personal information.
As already mentioned, personal information is not re‐
quired nor wanted to run the simulation for shop floor
optimization. The simulation requires purely factual
inputs about layout, machines and processes. It is
therefore neither necessary nor useful to generate
personal information and to provide it to the simula‐
tion.
Personal information
[Direct] If the order data ἕ contain information about
the client, personal data is contained directly.
[Indirect] It certainly depends on the exact subset of
the data extracted from the system whether any
form of indirect personal information is included.
For example, it could be possible to derive which
employee entered the respective data, or which
employee is responsible for a specific customer.
This aspect should be looked at again when the
specific data set is available. At the moment, only
conjectures can be made. These are omitted here.
Value
The client information potentially extracted from the
production planning and control system is of no value
for the purpose of the simulation.
Risk
If customer information is contained in the order data
ἕ, there is a risk that it will be used in an undesirable
manner.
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Use case inherent risk mitigation
Since in this implementation the shop floor owner ex‐
ports the data from the system, client data can be eas‐
ily excluded from the export.
Aspects of negotiation
It should be noted in the service contract that the
shop floor owner does not pass any sensitive infor‐
mation about his customers on to the service provider.
Recommendation to minimize overall risk
The risk inherent to the use case can be minimized if
• no information about the clients of the shop floor
owner is contained in the order data ἕ.

2.3.2. SUMMARY

The order data ἕ contain business sensitive infor‐
mation about the shop floor owner to the highest de‐
gree. Since the order data play a central role in the
simulation they cannot be omitted. If the shop floor
owner is interested in the simulation, the risk has to
be taken. Measures to mitigate the risk tend to be
limited to measures for storing and accessing the in‐
formation.
Whether or not the order data ἕ contain personal
information depends on the information extracted
from the production planning and control system.
Personal information can be omitted entirely by not
exporting it at all. Since this personal information does
not add any value to the simulation this can be done
without a loss of quality for the simulation.
Here, too, it is advisable to implement a strict need to
know principle: only the data relevant for the simula‐
tion should be extracted and passed on to the service
provider. After the simulation is completed, the data
should be erased. At the same time, access to the data
should be limited to what is absolutely necessary. The
recommendation for data pipeline
is shown in il‐
lustration 12.

Illustration 12: Like for the previous data pipelines, for data pipeline
the simulation should be delivered to the service provider.

2.4. DATA PIPELINE

: SIMULATION

In this use case, the data pipeline
processes the
outputs of data pipelines
,
, and
automati‐
cally. It performs a simulation using data sources ἕ,
ἕ, and ἕ. The output of the data pipeline is the
simulation result ἕ. The result can be numerical data
as well as visualizations. It is used to recommend
changes in the shop floor to optimize production pro‐
cesses.
There might be sensitive information involved. The
presence of business sensitive information and per‐
sonal information is discussed next.

2.4.1. ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS SENSITIVE
INFORMATION – SIMULATION RESULTS
The shop floor owner, more precisely his entire pro‐
duction facility including all production processes and
procedures, are completely transparent through the
results of the simulation and optimization ἕ. In par‐
ticular, weak points in the production and potentials
for improvement are identified. Nobody wants this
information in the hands of a competitor or even a
customer. The simulation results are sensitive to the
highest degree.

only information strictly required to run

How understandable and accessible the results ἕ are
depends on whether they are visualized or, in a more
technical form, pure data points. It can be assumed
that the service provider prepares the results accu‐
rately and in a comprehensible manner.
A precise description of the shape and form of the
simulation result ἕ is currently not possible. There
will most likely be a visualization of the shop floor
comparable to the semantic map ἕ as shown in il‐
lustration 5, in which processes and also conspicuous
observations are shown. The potential for improve‐
ment will probably also be made available in one or
more graphical representations and stimulate discus‐
sion.
How the simulation result ἕ is made accessible is a
crucial driver for the risk profile – both for the shop
floor owner and for the service provider. This is illus‐
trated by two aspects:
1. Are the results ἕ only available within the service
provider's simulation environment or also outside?
If the results are only available in the service
provider's simulation environment, the service
provider can control the scope and thus the op‐
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portunities for insight. If, on the other hand, the
results are available to the shop floor owner out‐
side of the simulation environment, he can deal
with the results without being influenced by the
service provider. Furthermore, the shop floor owner
has the opportunity to include third parties in the
evaluation without involving the service provider.
Without the guidance of the service provider the
risk of misinterpreting the results occur.
2. Are the results only accessible in a visually pro‐
cessed form or is the underlying data also made
available? If the results are available in a visualized
form, the possibilities of gaining knowledge are
constrained by the visualized elements. If the re‐
sults themselves are available as raw data in digi‐
tal form, there is the possibility of "result" mining.
Not only can the situation on the shop floor be in‐
ferred from digital results, but it could also be pos‐
sible to infer properties of the simulation used.
There are business sensitive information from the
perspective of the service provider.
Business sensitive information
[Direct] The simulation results ἕ contain direct busi‐
ness information of the shop floor owner.
[Indirect] The simulation results ἕ certainly contain
also indirect business sensitive information. This
includes:
• It can be assumed that further business sensi‐
tive information of the shop floor owner can be
inferred indirectly from the simulation results
ἕ. However, further processing or linking of
the simulation results ἕ is not subject to the
use case.
• It might be possible to derive details about the
process optimization procedure by applying re‐
verse engineering on the simulation results ἕ
and thus, revealing business sensitive informa‐
tion of the service provider.
Value
[Essential] The value of the entire use case stems from
the great importance of the simulation results ἕ.
This enables the shop floor owner to optimize his
production. If the results ἕ were not essential, the
entire use case would be obsolete.
[Data minimization] It should only be shown what
really affects the production facility and the pro‐
duction processes of the shop floor owner. The ex‐
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tent to which not required information is available
depends on the negotiated input data sources ἕ,
ἕ, ἕ, ἕ, andἕ. If, for example, the condition
of a machine has not been inferred, it should not
appear unnecessarily in the simulation results ἕ.
Risk
• The generation of the simulation results ἕ reveals
large parts of the production processes and the
weaknesses of the shop floor. The unwanted use
of this business sensitive information can signifi‐
cantly harm the shop floor owner.
• By processing the simulation results ἕ in an un‐
wanted way, the service provider's process opti‐
mization methodology can be reverse engineered.
A competitor could use this information to build
or improve a similar service.
In contrast to the data sources ἕ, ἕ, ἕ, ἕ, and
ἕ, here both stakeholders have a significant risk for
revealing business sensitive information.
Aspects of Negotiation
[Data usage] It needs to be agreed whether the ser‐
vice provider is allowed to use the simulation re‐
sults ἕ for other usages. On the other side, it needs
to be negotiated, whether or not the shop floor
owner is allowed to share the results with third par‐
ties.
[Connection to simulation tool] It must be clarified
whether the results should only be available within
the service provider's simulation environment or
also outside of it.
[Type of representation] It must be clarified in which
form the results are made accessible: visualized
and/or as raw data.
[Storage] Which parts of the simulation results should
be stored? Where?
[Access] Who should have access to what part of the
simulation results ἕ?
The results of the negotiations should be included in
the service contract signed by both parties.
Recommendation to minimize overall risk
The risk inherent to the use case can be minimized if
• the data is not shared with any third parties.

• it is not allowed to use the results to any other
course than to derive insights about the shop floor
processes.
• there are clear rules, if and where the results are
stored.

2.4.2. ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL
INFORMATION – SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation results ἕ should not contain any per‐
sonal information for two reasons:
1. Nothing of interest in the context of optimizing the
processes and the layout of the shop floor consti‐
tutes personal information.
2. The level of abstraction, for example from the sin‐
gle traces of the material flow to processes, elimi‐
nates personal information.
Personal information
[Direct] There is no direct personal information.
[Indirect] The simulation itself and the output should
generally not contain indirect personal informa‐
tion. However, the material tracking might be part
of the simulation output. In this case personal in‐
formation is indirectly contained ﴾refer sub‐
section 2.2.2.﴿.
Whether in visualized form or as technical data, there
is one reason why the material tracking data ἕ could
be part of the simulation results: phenomena in the
production processes might need to be validated.
For the validation, single traces displaying the actual
moving on the shop floor might be required. Certain
challenges for the production flow might be best il‐
lustrated with one trace that shows the pattern of in‐
terest.
Value
As a part of the simulation results ἕ the material
tracking data ἕ are valuable. They support valida‐
tion and explanation of concrete findings within the
process flow.
Risk
There is a risk that this indirect personal information
is being misused. The risk replicates the risk described
for material tracking data in subsection 2.3.2.
Use case inherent risk mitigation
The material tracking data ἕ play an important role

in explaining and understanding the results of the
simulation. However, this does not imply that all ma‐
terial tracking data ἕ must become part of the sim‐
ulation results ἕ. Rather, the service provider can se‐
lect a few prototypical material traces for illustration.
The date and time information of these illustrative
traces can be omitted.
Aspects of negotiation
[Data minimization] What is really necessary for the
shop floor owner to utilize the simulation results?
[Storage] Should the material traces be stored as a
part of the result ἕ?
[Access] Who should have access to the stored ma‐
terial traces?
The results of the negotiations should be included in
the service contract signed by both parties.
Recommendation to minimize overall risk
Assuming that the material tracking data is indispens‐
able for understanding the results, only a few traces
required for the explanation should be made avail‐
able by the service provider. The date and time at
which these traces occurred should not be specified.
The exemplary traces can be deleted as soon as they
were able to understand a conspicuous situation.

2.4.3 SUMMARY

As result of the data pipeline , the results ἕ con‐
tain both business sensitive information about the
shop floor owner and, in indirect form, about the ser‐
vice provider.
• The results ἕ show the strengths and weaknesses
of the layout of the shop floor and the production
processes as well as the potential for improvement.
From the point of view of the shop floor owner, it
is essential to control and minimize the group of
people who know these results. Passing it on to
unauthorized persons can result in significant dam‐
age for the shop floor owner. For risk mitigation
the shop floor owner can only control the storage
of and the access to the results ἕ.
• Risk arises for the service provider if the results ἕ
are transferred in digital form to the shop floor
owner. In this case it may be possible to reverse
engineer the methodologies used in the simula‐
tion. The service provider can significantly mini‐
mize its risk by not making the results available in
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Illustration 13: Overview about the final system of data pipelines relevant to generate the simulation results ἕ.
Given the presence of business sensitive and personal information in the process and the results, the data should
be handled with care. Risk mitigating measures should be taken wherever possible. Only those data should be
generated, processed and provided that are necessary to run the simulation. Valuable other results, like the
semantic map ἕ, should be seen as separate products with own terms and conditions.

digital form and not outside the simulation envi‐
ronment.
Personal information is only part of the simulation re‐
sults ἕ if the material tracking data ἕ is passed on
as part of the result. The material traces can play a
role in explaining and understanding the findings of
the optimization. The risks for the employees of the
shop floor owner can be mitigated by minimizing the
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number of exemplary traces provided and by remov‐
ing the date and time information to make it more
difficult to infer the employee.
As shown in illustration 13 the need‐to‐know princi‐
ple should be implemented for the data pipeline :
The simulation results ἕ should not contain irrele‐
vant information and the access to ἕ should be lim‐
ited to the minimum.

3. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Thank you for reading this far.

3.1. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an approach to negotiate adequate data
processing, based on a risk‐value assessment for sen‐
sitive information, is presented. Sensitive information
encompasses both personal and business sensitive
information, where the latter could be intellectual
property, trademarks, or business secrets. While reg‐
ulations are more concerned with the protection of
personal information, for companies however, busi‐
ness sensitive information are just as important to
safeguard. In any case, it is essential to manage this
sensitive information in a fair and transparent way.
Fairness does not necessarily translate to equal dis‐
tribution: Not everything has to be accessible to ev‐
ery stakeholder. A fair data access should aim at max‐
imizing potential value while minimizing risks.
The advantage of cyber‐physical systems is that the
co‐generation normally materializes after a contract
is signed. Thus, negotiations take place in any case.
The only enhancement needed is to negotiate the as‐
pects around data as well.
To carry out the risk‐value assessment, the simulation
service is first broken down into the independent data
pipelines it consists of. Every data pipeline, more pre‐
cisely every data source processed within the data
pipeline, is analyzed for the content of business sen‐
sitive and personal data. If sensitive information is

present, it has to be clarified whether this information
content is unavoidable. If this is the case, risk mitigat‐
ing measures are presented. The most important el‐
ement is that the two stakeholders negotiate how the
data is to be handled in detail. Due to the co‐gener‐
ation, both stakeholders have a say.
In the use case presented, personal data plays no role
in the simulation. They are neither needed nor wanted
and can be greatly reduced with a little care. In par‐
ticular, taking the scans and photographs in an empty
shop floor helps greatly.
Since the aim of the simulation − the optimization of
the process flows − is highly sensitive for the shop
floor owner, it is not surprising that all of the data
sources contain business sensitive information. For
the protection of the shop floor owner, it is important
that the need‐to‐know principle is strictly adhered to
and, ideally, no data is stored. In any case, no third
party should have access to the data, and the service
provider should only be allowed to use the data to
perform the simulation.
Of course, the contractual partners are free to agree
that the service provider may use all, or one of the in‐
termediary data sources, for other purposes. For ex‐
ample, to improve its product. What the shop floor
owner receives from the service provider in return is
up to the two parties.
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3.2. OUTLOOK
The risk‐value assessment allows in a structured and
unemotional fashion to develop a cyber‐physical sys‐
tem where the handling of data is done in a way that
maximizes the value added by controlling the arising
risks. This approach is not restricted to cyber‐physi‐
cal systems but can be applied to any system, espe‐
cially if more than one stakeholder is involved.
Effort that pays off
The discussion in this paper may give the impression
that a risk‐value assessment involves a great deal of
effort and is therefore a great burden.
This may be the case when such an assessment is be‐
ing conducted for the first time by one or more stake‐
holders.
However, it can be assumed that clear and simple
standards for the procedure will emerge quickly. The
recurring structure of the risk‐value assessment shows
that the same aspects are always important. What sen‐
sitive information content is present? Can it be re‐
duced without making the desired evaluation impos‐
sible? Is the data stored? Who has access?
While this procedure for personal information is now
routine, there is still a lot of catching up to do when
it comes to business sensitive information.
Change of status quo required
Basically, a change in the mindset of all stakeholders
is required:
• Do not blindly buy a service that uses your data
without considering the potential impact of data
processing.
• A service that generates and processes sensitive
data is not offered as a black box, but instead
presents the value and the risks transparently.
One effect of the risk‐value assessment and the fact
that the handling of the data requires in many cases
an adjustment to the status quo is that systems have
to be adjusted in their structure. Currently there may
be one or the other machine that loads all the co‐
generated data to a cloud. However, it can be assumed
that not all the data, but only a subset, belongs in this
cloud after negotiations have taken place. If the cloud
is operated by the service provider, risk‐mitigating
measures must be taken that minimize the informa‐
tion content regarding business sensitive information
of the user as much as possible. One consequence is
that, for example, data must be aggregated on a ma‐
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chine and only these aggregates are allowed to be
loaded into the cloud. Furthermore, the shop floor
owner could ﴾rightly﴿ request to receive the data gen‐
erated by the machine. This would require another in‐
terface on the machine. With this data stream, care
should again be taken to ensure that as little as pos‐
sible of the service provider's IP goes to the user.
Market advantage
Finding good solutions for handling data and pro‐
cessing it in the CPS environment, setting up hard‐
ware, software, and data processes sensitively, to‐
gether with openness to negotiations will bring
providers a significant advantage on the market in
the medium term at the latest. The more burnt the
customer already is, the lower his appetite for risk, the
more advantageous is a product that enables trans‐
parent data use in the B2B environment with and with‐
out CPS.
Concessions to practice required
In practice, a "totalitarianism" that preaches: "Thou
shalt never save a date" does not make sense.
In the use case shown, it is not so much the hardware
that needs to be adapted, rather the processes for
handling the data. Dissecting the overall process into
multiple data pipelines helps to understand how pre‐
cisely to distinguish between the data to be processed,
the data to be passed on, and the data to be stored.
In practice, you will probably only delete a 360° pho‐
tograph or a 3D scan when it can be seen from sub‐
sequent process steps that the processing of the 360°
photograph or 3D scan was successful. Nobody wants
to repeat a complex scan of a shop floor because a
program had a bug or the calculation had to be aborted
due to a hardware problem. But that does not mean
that you can simply throw all the data into one big
pot that you can access at any time and on any occasion.
Don't be afraid to deal with sensitive information
Many companies currently believe that they are not
allowed to do anything with personal information.
The main focus of this use case was not on this as‐
pect. However, the discussion above shows that it is
in no way illegal to work with personal data. It is im‐
portant to have consent and to clearly define what is
processed and for what purpose. The situation with
business sensitive data is completely analogous. Not
everything is forbidden. But not everything is allowed.

The positive aspect of a B2B situation is that there is
always a contractual agreement. The contractual part‐
ners have the opportunity to negotiate at eye level
how the co‐generated data should be processed and
who should have access to which information. Once
this has been done, the consent and the possibilities
for data usage are clearly given. These agreements
should become part of the service contract, which in‐
creases the legal certainty for both parties.
Challenge indirect sensitive information
With every risk‐value assessment and with the nego‐
tiations about how to handle the data, the big chal‐
lenge will always be to identify the indirect informa‐
tion content. What potential does the data have? Such
a question can never be answered definitively. It re‐
mains to be seen what an archaeologist of the future
will be able to learn about our age from these data.
What insights could a terrorist glean from the data?
It is just as impossible to identify all conceivable data
usage options as it is to determine which sensitive in‐
formation could come to light through these usages.
Therefore, a residual risk always remains for all par‐
ties involved in data generation.
In the B2B context, the key stakeholders who have to
bear risks and who could be exposed to potential
damage are known. The direct and indirect possibili‐
ties of gaining knowledge from the data in the re‐
spective business environment can certainly be
worked out. These possibilities will also be very sim‐
ilar for different stakeholders: the layout of the shop
floor is business sensitive information for every shop
floor owner. The risk that a competitor might learn
something from the layout is there for everyone. The
only difference is whether one sees a smaller or larger
problem in this circumstance.
A list of standard situations in which data processing
reveals sensitive information will therefore emerge
quickly. These standard situations are likely to repre‐
sent the vast majority of the basic and realistic usage
options, ignoring science fiction scenarios and poten‐
tial criminal acts. The only task left between the re‐
spective stakeholders is to clarify on this basis, whether
risk mitigation measures should be taken, and if so,
which exactly.
As soon as this has happened, a regular review process
is sufficient to clarify whether new technologies, new

processes, or new machines have changed the situa‐
tion and thus the risk profile. If there is a change in
the risk profile, new agreements can be made and/or
old ones revised.
Increase awareness of opportunities
It is in the nature of a risk‐value assessment to ad‐
dress primarily the risks. The list of standard situations
just mentioned can also be interpreted the other way
around: as a list of chances! Not everyone involved is
aware of the added value that can actually be drawn
from the available data. The discussion within the
framework of the risk‐value assessment encourages
those involved to think about what else might be pos‐
sible for them.
Strengthening European values
At first glance, the risk‐value assessment for sensitive
data looks like a millstone around the neck of those
involved:
• The service provider will be restricted. He can no
longer simply manage and use all data in his
sovereignty, as is often the case in current imple‐
mentations.
• The shop floor owner has to deal much more specif‐
ically with the ordered product or service. Agree‐
ments have to be made. Contract clauses have to
be defined.
But the other side of the coin is that trust can evolve.
Should this trust be broken, both stakeholders have
legal recourse thanks to the very clear contractual
provisions. This legal certainty also supports the de‐
velopment of trust.
On this basis, the digital gold − the data − can be
used with added value for all sides, without one side
cheating the other, without the rights of employees
being ignored, and without European values being
called into question.
Rather the presented approach supports the defense
of European values in the digital realm.
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Illustration 14: Example of shop floor visualization.
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